
Kerzen-Schmuck mit Stoff-Steif
Instructions No. 681
 Difficulty: Beginner

You can never make enough stars at Christmas time. These are made of plaid Cotton fabric, that has been reinforced with fabric stiffener. So it can be cut in
every desired form and processed to pendants, scattered parts and much more.

Here's how it works  

Cut the fabric into pieces.
Pour the fabric stiff into a container, completely submerge the cut pieces until they are completely soaked with the liquid.
Then wring them out and spread them out smoothly on a surface covered with foil.
Leave to dry overnight.
Make templates for the different stars using the templates.
Transfer the outlines with the line-ex pen to the hardened materials and cut them out.
Cut out the stars with the Pearl-Border the pen and let it dry.
Wrap natural bast around the candle and knot it 
Cover the knot with a small star, which is glued on with hot glue.
Stick small twigs from the Pine Pick on the big star and decorate it with branches, cinnamon sticks, orange slices and another star.
Place the candle loosely on top.

Design with fabric stiffener
Fabric stiffener can be used to consolidate soft materials such as fabric, silk or leather and form entire sculptures from them, which are even weatherproof
after drying. For this purpose the fabrics are completely soaked with the liquid, the moisture is printed out and the fabrics are modelled in shape. Afterwards
only still let dry. The need for fabric-stiffening agents and the drying time depend on the material used from 

Extra handicraft tip
Matching this table decoration there are Christmas tree pendants, which are made with the same technique. Please read the idea Christmas card with fabric
stiffener or the idea star pendant with fabric stiffener

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/weihnachtskarte-mit-stoff-steif-t723/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/stern-anhaenger-mit-stoff-steif-t725/


Article number Article name Qty
501873-04 Pillar candle flat head 100/50mmWhite 1
602723 Orange slices 1
650984 Natural bast, natural colour 1
304672-05 VBS Pearl Pen, 28 mlWhite 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
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